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Design:
A & T Studio

Bijoux® from Aceray Allows
Designers to Choose and Combine
Tops with Poles in Different Heights
to Create Distinct Occasional Tables.

BIJOUX®-G
Occasional Tables

Bijoux-G Tables Feature a Steel Base with a Tubular Steel Pole.

Bijoux Poles Are Available in Three Heights: Classic, Side, or Café.

BIJOUX Classic Tables

- Approx. Height: 17”
- Top Width: 18”
- Base Width: 12”

BIJOUX Side Tables

- Approx. Height: 20.5”
- Top Width: 18”
- Base Width: 12”

BIJOUX Cafe Tables

- Approx. Height: 29”
- Top Width: 22”
- Base Width: 15.5”

Bijoux Bases and Poles Are Available In:
- Polished Chrome
- Brushed Brass Finish
- Aged Brass Finish
- Powder Coated Brown, Black, White, or Silver

Bijoux Tops Are Available in:
- #T05 Laminated Tops
- #T45 HP Laminate Tops
- #T60 Steel Tops
- #T70, #T72, #T75 Glass Tops
- #T80 Granite or Marble Tops
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